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Electric transport in Fe ÕZnSeÕFe heterostructures
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The electronic structure, magnetic properties, and perpendicular electric transport in bcc Fe/ZnSe/Fe~100!
heterostructures with Zn and Se termination are discussed in terms of the fully relativistic spin-polarized
version of the screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method and the Kubo-Greenwood equation. It is found that
different ~Zn or Se! terminations cause substantial differences in the interlayer exchange coupling, the mag-
netic anisotropy, and, most prominently, in the magnetoresistance. The most important result, however, is that
the difference between the sheet resistances in the parallel and the antiparallel configuration becomes constant
with increasing spacer thickness. This constant value depends on the type of termination and is essentially
determined by the interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Both, the growth of Fe~001! films on ZnSe~001! ~Refs.
1–3! as well as of ZnSe epilayers on Fe~001! films4 has been
studied in the past using a variety of experimental too
These studies were primarily performed in the search
systems that eventually would show a substantial magnet
sistance and therefore might turn out to be of technolog
interest. In the case of Fe/ZnSe systems it was argued
ZnSe is a direct wide band gap semiconductor5 and that the
lattice mismatch of 1.1% between ZnSe and twice the lat
constant of Fe is comparatively small as compared to 5
for the Fe/Si system. Among the physical properties stud
were magneto-optical Kerr effect6 ~MOKE! and magnetiza-
tion ~magnetic anisotropy! measurements.7,8 Only rather re-
cently interlayer exchange coupling was discussed in te
of heat-induced effects.9,10 The first electrical transport mea
surements on bilayers of Fe and amorphous ZnSe were
ported last year.11 It seems at present that this electric tran
port study, devoted directly to the original goal of findin
systems with a reasonably large magnetoresistance, is
the beginning of a series of similar investigations devoted
‘‘metal/semiconductor’’ heterojunctions, i.e., to layered sy
tems and/or surface structures combining a magnetic m
with a material that is semiconducting as a bulk system
should be noted that even in the latest experime
studies9,10 the ZnSe part of the heterojunctions was term
‘‘amorphous,’’ indicating merely that no structural informa
tion whatever is available.

Fe/ZnSe heterostructures also raised theoretical inte
Continenzaet al.12,13 were the first to actually performab
initio calculations for Fe adlayers on ZnSe~001! ~Ref. 12!
and for Fen /(ZnSe)m superlattices~Ref. 13!. Quite recently,
based on the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism, MacLaren
et al.14,15 have discussed spin-dependent tunneling in epi
0163-1829/2001/64~18!/184442~10!/$20.00 64 1844
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ial systems such as Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures for w
they found15 a magnetoresistance ratio~defined there as the
difference in conductances for the antiparallel and para
configuration divided by the conductance in the parallel c
figuration! that increases with increasing spacer thickn
and reaches a value above 0.9 beyond a spacer thickne
about 60 a.u.

In the present study the interlayer exchange coupli
magnetic anisotropy, and perpendicular electric transport
presented for both types of termination, i.e., either Zn or
of bcc Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterojunctions. In Sec. II the main th
retical and computational aspects are summarized, whe
Sec. III contains the main results of the present study an
followed by a short discussion and conclusion part. It is i
portant to stress right from the beginning that all ‘‘spin’’ an
‘‘spin-orbit’’ type effects are included on the same footing
a parameter-free manner because of the uniform fully re
tivistic spin-polarized approach applied.

II. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Self-consistent calculations

The fully relativistic spin-polarized screened Korring
Kohn-Rostoker method for layered systems16,17 is applied to
calculate the electronic structure and magnetic propertie
Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures with growth direction alo
~100!. In particular systems of the type Fe(100
Fe12/(ZnSe)tZn/Fe1261 /Fe(100) and Fe(100)/Fe12/
(SeZn)tSe/Fe1261 /Fe(100), t being the number of repeti
tions, i.e., heterostructures with Zn and Se termination w
investigated. Since according to the setup used for
screened structures constants,17 the total numbern of layers
in the intermediate region comprising the left and right
buffer to the substrate and the spacer has to be a multipl
three. This particular feature arises from the special shap
©2001 The American Physical Society42-1
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the screened structure constants; see, e.g., Ref. 17. There
the number of Fe layers in the right Fe buffer varies from
to 13, i.e.,n5241(2t11)61. In all calculations a bcc-Fe
parent lattice18 is assumed with a lattice spacinga0 of 5.27
a.u. ~bulk bcc Fe!, i.e., no layer relaxation is considered.
order to determine self-consistently within the local dens
approximation19 ~LDA ! the effective potentials and effectiv
exchange fields for each particular system under consi
ation a minimum of 45ki points in the irreducible wedge o
the surface Brillouin zone~ISBZ! was used. All self-
consistent calculations~bulk substrates and semi-infinite sy
tem! refer to a ferromagnetic configurationC0 with the ori-
entation of the magnetization normal to the surface. It sho
be noted that the use of a Fe bcc parent lattice clearly is
assumption that arises from the need of utilizing tw
dimensional lattice Fourier transformations,17 which in turn
are only defined for a common two-dimensional lattice18 in
all layers. Alternatively the parent lattice of the spacer ma
rial ~zinc blende in the present case! can be assumed, imply
ing, however, that also the lead material has to be of
structure.

B. Interlayer exchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy
energy

The interlayer coupling energy and the anisotropy ene
correspond to the~total! energy difference between tw
given magnetic configurations,

DE5E~C!2E~C0!, ~1!

whereC is a magnetic configuration different fromC0. Here
this energy difference is evaluated by making use of
magnetic force theorem, which implies that only the ref
ence configuration (C0) is determined self-consistentl
within the LDA andDE is replaced by the respective diffe
ence in the single-particle part of the grand canonical po
tial,

DE;DEb5 (
p51

n

DEb
p , ~2!

DEb
p5E

eb

eF
@np~e;C!2np~e;C0!#~e2eF!de, ~3!

which as indicated in Eq.~3! can be written in terms o
layer-dependent quantitiesDEb

p with p denoting the layer
index, np(e;C) the layer-resolved density of states for
given magnetic configurationC, eb the ~valence! band bot-
tom, andeF the Fermi energy of the substrate. In the pres
paper, allDEb are evaluated by using a total of 990ki points
in the ISBZ, which—as was shown17 in the case of magnetic
anisotropy energies—guarantees well-converged result
should be noted that according to Eq.~1! DEb.0 implies
thatC0 is the energetically preferred magnetic configuratio

In the case of the interlayer exchange energy two differ
antiferromagnetic configurationsC were investigated~see
also Ref. 20!, namely, one in which the orientation of th
magnetization was reversed only in the right Fe slab
another one, when in the second~right! half of n/2 atomic
18444
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layers (n/221 in the case of an oddn) the magnetization
was switched to antiparallel. As matters of simplicity, t
first one will be termed ‘‘asymmetric antiferromagnetic
configuration and the second one ‘‘symmetric antiferrom
netic’’ configuration.

In the case of the magnetic anisotropy energy~MAE!, C
refers to a uniform in-plane orientation in all layers. Th
magnetic anisotropy energy is then, in principle, given as
sum of DEb in Eq. ~2!, called the band energy part of th
MAE, and the corresponding difference in the magne
dipole-dipole interaction energy~see also Ref. 17!. Here only
the band energy part of the MAE is considered, since
physical meaning of the magnetic dipole-dipole interact
for heterojunctions with infinite leads might be misleadi
for interface properties.

C. Perpendicular electric transport

For current perpendicular to the planes of the lay
~CPP! of a magnetic tunnel junction or multilayered stru
ture, the local electric field varies from layer to layer, so th
the measured conductivity is not simply a sum of the tw
point conductivities as it is for currents in the plane of t
layers. For magnetic tunnel junctions the most prevalent w
to calculate the CPP conductivity is to use Landaue
formalism.14,15 Here we adopt an alternative approach su
gested for metallic multilayers, i.e., finding the resistivi
tensor by inverting the conductivity;21,22 we recently applied
this method to Fe/Ge/Fe junctions.25 As we are calculating
the electronic structure in a fully relativistic way there is n
obvious choice for the electric fields for CPP as there is
nonrelativistic spin-polarized calculations when one pos
different electric fields for the spin-up and spin-down sta
that are found by mandating current conservation in e
spin channel. Here we assume there is a common ele
field for all the channels of conduction and demand cons
vation of current after summing over all states; this has b
found to be correct for metallic multilayers when there
sufficient spin flip scattering between the up and down s
channels so as tolocally maintain the voltage or electric field
acting on each channel of conduction the same. Thus we
positing that the mixed spin character of our relativis
states is sufficient for us to use a common electric field for
states, while conserving current and still producing a ‘‘gia
magnetoresistance’’ for perpendicular transport.

The conductivity tensors(z,z8), wherez andz8 are con-
tinuous variables along the surface normal, is mapped o
the conductivity tensor for a layered system,23,24 s i j (n),
i , j 51, . . .n, wherei andj denote planes of atoms andn the
total number of planes, such that the algebraic structur
conserved:

E r~z,z9!s~z9,z8!5d~z2z8!, (
k

r ik~n!sk j~n!5d i j .

~4!

The sheet resistance
2-2
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ELECTRIC TRANSPORT IN Fe/ZnSe/Fe HETEROSTRUCTURES PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 184442
r ~n!5 (
i , j 51

n

r i j ~n! ~5!

then serves as a measure of the mapping.25 SupposeC de-
notes a particular magnetic configuration andd is the imagi-
nary part of the complex Fermi energy,eF1 id, that is
needed for our calculations; then

r ~C;n!5 lim
d→0

r ~C;n;d!5 lim
d→0

(
i , j 51

n

r i j ~C;n;d!, ~6!

where

(
k51

n

r ik~C;n;d!sk j~C;n;d!5d i j . ~7!

Furthermore, we define a layer-resolved sheet resista
r i(C;n;d) as

r i~C;n;d!5(
j 51

n

r i j ~C;n;d!, ~8!

such that according to Eq.~4!

r ~C;n;d!5(
i 51

n

r i~C;n;d!. ~9!

It was recently shown25 that for heterojunctions of the
type . . . /LnXsLn / . . . , where Ln denotesn layers of the
electrode material andXs s layers of spacer, the correspon
ing sheet resistancer (C;2n1s;d) for a given value ofd and
n>n0 varies linearly with respect ton,

r „C;2~n1m!1s;d…5r ~C;2n1s;d!12mk1~C;d!,

mPN1 ~10!

lim
d→0

k1~C;d!50, ~11!

and, furthermore, for a givenn ands, is linear also ind, i.e.,

r ~C;2n1s;d!5r ~C;2n1s!1dk2~C;2n1s!. ~12!

From these two equations it immediately follows that f
n>n0

lim
d→0

r „C;2~n01m!1s;d…5r ~C;2n01s!, mPN1

~13!

i.e., the extrapolation of our calculations for finited permit
us to find the resistance provided we haven>n0. The rel-
evant part for such a heterojunction,r (C;2n01s), is there-
fore defined by the condition that forn>n0 and for a chosen
d.0 the sheet resistancer (C;2n1s;d) starts to change lin-
early in n.

Accordingly, the magnetoresistance is then given as

R~2n01s!5
r ~AP;2n01s!2r ~P;2n01s!

r ~AP;2n01s!
, ~14!
18444
es

whereAP andP denote the antiparallel~asymmetric antifer-
romagnetic configuration—only the orientation of the ma
netization in the right Fe buffer and of the substrate is
versed! and parallel magnetic configurations, respective
As we will show R(2n01s;d)<R(2n01s); therefore the
quantity R(2n01s;d) can be used for qualitative discus
ions of the magnetoresistance, keeping in mind that o
R(2n01s) represents the actual magnetoresistance.

All electric transport calculations were performed by a
plying the fully relativistic spin-polarized form of the Kubo
Greenwood equation for layered systems23,24 by using 1830
ki points in the ISBZ for the SBZ integrals. In all case
n0511 was sufficient to obtain linearity for the resistan
and we writes52t11, wheret is the number of repetitions
of a unit consisting of one Zn and one Se layer. The conti
ation to the real axis, see Eq.~13! was carried out numeri-
cally by means of a linear fit to the values obtained ford
52, 2.5, and 3 mRy.

III. RESULTS

A. Electronic structure and magnetic moments

Usually when discussing tunneling in general poten
barrier models are applied. In a layered system such mo
correspond to layer-resolved Madelung potentials. In Fig
these Madelung potentials are displayed for a character
case, namely, for a Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructure with 12
etitions. As can be seen from this figure the differences
tween a Zn- and a Se-terminated structure is basically c
fined to a few atomic layers near the interfaces. In direct
of the leads, i.e., to the left and to the right of the interfac
the Madelung potentials rapidly approach zero~bulk value!;
in the interior of the spacer the Zn-like layers have negat
and the Se-like layers weakly positive Madelung potentia
the latter act therefore as a repeated set of potential barr
The Madelung potentials shown in Fig. 1 can be conside
as potential barriers in a very qualitative one-dimensio
model of electron probabilities viewed when resolved by la
ers.

Substantial differences between the two types of termi
tions can be seen also in corresponding~layer-resolved! mag-
netic moments. In Fig. 2 again a Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostruc
with 12 repetitions serves as characteristic example. In
terminated heterostructures essentially only the magn
moment in the Fe layer forming the interface is reduced w
respect to the value in the leads, whereas in Se-termin
heterostructures the last two Fe layers show strong va
tions: in the last but one Fe layer before the interface
magnetic moment is substantially enhanced and differs
almost 1mB from the magnetic moment in the Fe lay
forming the interface. Similar effects can be read off fro
the tiny induced moments in the spacer layers. Figure 2,
also Fig. 1, suggests that in order to describe the electr
structure and magnetic properties of Fe/ZnSe interface
least three layers on each side of the interface ought to
taken into account.
2-3
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B. Interlayer exchange energy and magnetic anisotropy energy

The two entries in Fig. 3, showing the interlayer exchan
coupling in Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures, refer to the two
ferent antiferromagnetic configurations considered, nam
the asymmetric~top! and the symmetric one~bottom!. The
shape of the curves in both entries is identical, the only
ference being the so-called bias, i.e., the asymptotic valu
the interlayer exchange coupling as the spacer thickness
comes very large. As can be seen from Fig. 3, Zn-termina
heterostructures are antiferromagnetically coupled up t
spacer thickness of about 15 Å and then start to oscil
weakly between the ferro- and the antiferromagnetic c
figuration. The behavior of Se-terminated heterostructure
completely different: for thin spacers there are distinct
gions of ferro- and antiferromagnetic coupling, only beyo
about 20 Å weak oscillations set in. The small bias that d
tinguishes the asymmetric from the symmetric case can
important for certain applications since the size of this b
reflects the number of~additional! spacer layers in which the
orientation of the magnetization is reversed~see also the dis
cussion in Ref. 20!.

In Fig. 4 the band energy partDEb of the magnetic an-
isotropy energy is displayed as a function of the spacer th

FIG. 1. Layer-resolved Madelung potentials
Fe(100)/(ZnSe)12/Fe(100). Top: Zn termination. Bottom: Se te
mination. Open squares: Fe. Circles: spacer.
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ness for both types of termination. It is obvious that differe
terminations cause different characteristic behavior: for Z
terminated heterostructures the orientation of the magne
tion is mostly in-plane, while for Se-terminated heterostru
tures the band energy part of the anisotropy energy favo
perpendicular orientation. In Fig. 5, for a typical examp
namely for 12 repetitions of ZnSe, a layerwise decompo
tion of DEb is plotted. From this figure one easily can s
that the spacer part of the heterojunctions adds very little
DEb : it is essentially the first 3–4 Fe layers next to t
interface that account for the actual value ofDEb . It is in-
teresting to note that in Zn-terminated heterostructures
contribution from the Fe layer forming the interface has
negative value, whereas from the same layer in the
terminated heterostructure the contribution is reasona
large and positive: it is essentially this layer that genera
the differences to be seen in Fig. 4. However, as compare
~magnetic! metal overlayers on a metallic substrate,17 DEb is
rather small, namely, less than 0.5 meV; the orientation
the magnetization~perpendicular versus in-plane! in the vi-
cinity of the interfaces does not seem to be a decisive pr
erty of Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures.

C. Perpendicular electric transport

Figure 6 illustrates the numerical procedures applied
evaluate the magnetoresistances. In the top part of this fig
the sheet resistance for the parallel and antiparallel confi
rations for a Se-terminated Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructure
12 repetitions of the building unit ZnSe is plotted versus
numbern of Fe ~buffer! layers. As can be seen for a finit
imaginary partd of the Fermi energy these two sheet res
tances indeed grow linearly with the number of Fe buf
layers, providedn0 is large enough@see Eq.~13!#. Obviously,
the present choice ofn0511 is well within the linear regime
described by Eq.~10!. In fact anyn0>4 would serve the
same purpose. In the lower half of Fig. 6, for the same s
tem the numerical continuation of the calculated sheet re
tancesr (C;2n01s;d) to the real energy axis is shown i
terms of a linear fit; from this procedure an error for t
magnetoresistance of about 2% has to be expected. It sh
be noted, that ford,2.0 mRy the surface Brillouin zone
integrations that have to be carried out become very diffic
to converge with respect to the number ofk points; for this
reason we have not carried out such calculations. As can
seen from the insets in Fig. 6, the main error arises from
sheet resistance in the antiparallel configuration; we beli
this comes from the additional numerical errors incurr
when rotating the magnetization into the antiparal
configuration.17

It turned out that in all cases investigated the const
k2(C;n) in Eq. ~12! has the following properties:

k2~C;n!H .0; parallel configuration

,0; antiparallel configuration
~15!

i.e., in the parallel configuration the sheet resistance
creases with increasing imaginary partd of the Fermi energy,
whereas in the antiparallel configuration the opposite appl
2-4
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FIG. 2. Magnetic moments in
Fe(100)/(ZnSe)12/Fe(100). Left:
Zn termination. Right: Se termina
tion. Top: Fe-moments. Bottom
magnetic moments in the spacer
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This behavior, which causes the magnetoresistance to
crease with decreasingd, can be understood as follows: i
the parallel configuration the lower resistance is indicative
‘‘metallic conduction’’ of a~poor! metal while in the antifer-
romagnetic configuration a ‘‘tunneling’’ type of conductio
seems to be present.26 This particular feature can also be se
in Fig. 7 in which the sheet resistances in Se-terminated
~ZnSe!/Fe heterostructures are displayed with respect to
spacer thickness. In this figure, which contains resistan
calculated for two very thick spacers, the sheet resistance
the antiparallel alignment is considerably bigger than the
for the parallel alignment. Aside from the gyrations at ve
small thicknesses the curves ford52 mRy and for a van-
ishing imaginary part are very similar in shape.

In Fig. 8 we plot the product of the sheet resistances~as
continued to the real energy axis! and the number of repeti
tions t versus the number of repetitions for both types
termination. These are fitted to

r „P;2~n01t !11…t[r ~P;t !t5CP1kPt ~16!
18444
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and

r „AP;2~n01t !11…t[r ~AP;t !t5CAP1kAPt. ~17!

As can be seen from the figures these products are lineart,
i.e., the spacer thickness times sheet resistance grows l
with the spacer thickness, and in Table I we list the para
eters obtained by fitting the plots in Fig. 8. Clearly enou
such a fit can also be made either in terms of the total nu
ber of spacer layers,s52t11, or with respect tod52(2t
11)/a0, wherea0 is the lattice parameter of the underlyin
parent lattice. It should be noted that for both types of term
nation the slopes of the sheet resistances for the parallel
antiparallel magnetic configurations are different. By usi
Eqs. ~16! and ~17! the difference in the sheet resistance b
tween the antiparallel and the parallel alignments can be
mulated as

Dr ~ t ![r ~AP;t !2r ~P;t !5
CAP2CP

t
1kAP2kP ,

~18!
2-5
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which in turn implies that

lim
t→`

@Dr ~ t !#5kAP2kP , ~19!

i.e., with increasing spacer thicknessDr (t) becomes a con
stant. This is very important since it means that even
Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterojunctions with a very thick spacer part
sheet resistances~and consequently the corresponding res
tances! are distinctly different in the parallel and the antipa
allel alignment, i.e., we find substantial magnetoresistan
This is confirmation that our postulate of a common elec
field is able to produce an MR in these structures with
fully relativistic code.

In Fig. 9 the magnetoresistanceR(t) with respect to the
spacer thickness, see Eq.~14!, is displayed for both types o
termination. Also shown in this figure is the magnetores
tance obtained by using Eqs.~16! and~17!, which, as can be
seen, describes rather well the shapes of the curves c
sponding to the calculated values~continued to the real en
ergy axis!. It is important to note that sinceDr (t) and
r (AP;t) remain finite ast becomes very large, the corre
sponding magnetoresistance also becomes a constant:

FIG. 3. Interlayer exchange coupling in Fe~00!/ZnSe/Fe~100!
heterostructures as a function of the spacer thickness. Top: ‘‘as
metric’’ antiferromagnetic configuration. Bottom: ‘‘symmetric’’ an
tiferromagnetic configuration. Squares: Zn termination. Circles:
termination.
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lim
t→`

R~ t !512
kP

kAP
. ~20!

While the R(t) of magnetic tunnel junctions are relative
insensitive to the thickness of the barriers, the resistanc
our ZnSe spacer is probably not that high to qualify it as
barrier with a resistance typical of insulators. Finally in F
10 an attempt is made to comment on the different beha
of Zn- and Se-terminated heterostructures by partition
Dr (t) @see Eq.~9!# into contributions arising from differen
parts of the heterostructure, namely, the left and right e
trodes~leads! L left and L right , the interface regions betwee
electrodes and spacer,I left and I right , and the remaining
spacer partS,

Dr ~ t;d!5Dr L left
~ t;d!1Dr Lright

~ t;d!1Dr I left
~ t;d!

1Dr I right
~ t;d!1Dr S~ t;d!. ~21!

As an example heterostructures with 21 repetitions of Zn
are considered and the interface region is chosen to consi
the actual interface plus three atomic layers to the left a
right of it, i.e., for the Zn-terminated heterostructure the
terface region is of the form Fe3 /FeZn/SeZnSe. As can b
seen from this figure for the Se-terminated structure the m
netoresistanceDr (s;d) (d52 mRy) is entirely determined
by the contributions from the two interface regions, while
the Zn-terminated structure the spacer part reduces t
contributions. The difference between the two kinds of t
mination is not surprising recalling Fig. 2: in the spacer
gion of the Zn-terminated system the magnetic mome
show more rapid variations than in the spacer region of

-

e

FIG. 4. Band energy part of the magnetic anisotropy energy
Fe~100!/ZnSe/Fe~100! heterostructures as a function of the spac
thickness. Squares: Zn termination. Circles: Se termination.
2-6
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Se-terminated system. In both cases it is clear that the in
face regions contribute most of the difference in the sh
resistances.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Walseret al.9,10 discuss the spin polarization of seconda
electrons at remanence of the top Fe layer~15 Å! of an
Fe/amorphous-ZnSe~wedge!/Fe sample versus the ZnS
spacer thickness. Although their samples are grown on 7
Co on top of a Cu~100! substrate and the lower Fe layer
rather thin~5 Å!, interesting comparisons can be made to
present results concerning the interlayer exchange coup
They find that in a spacer thickness range between 18 an
Å the polarization signal is negative, which in turn implie
the occurrence of antiferromagnetic coupling. Between
and 25 Å and for low temperatures this polarization is ag
positive ~ferromagnetic coupling!. Above this thickness the
coupling seems to remain ferromagnetic. Furthermore,
thicker spacers an interesting temperature behavior was
covered by which a switching from ferromagnetic to antife
romagnetic coupling can be achieved.

Comparing now these findings with Fig. 3, one can s

FIG. 5. Layer-resolved band energy part of the anisotropy
ergy in Fe(100)/(ZnSe)12/Fe(100). Top: Zn-termination. Bottom
Se-termination. Squares: Fe layers. Circles: spacer layers.
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that the theoretically calculated interlayer exchange coup
for the Se-terminated heterostructures switches at about 1
from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic and is again fer
magnetic above 20 Å . The fact that in the above-mention
experiments the coupling seems to remain ferromagn
above about 25 Å seems to indicate that a very small bia
seen~see also Fig. 3, top!. The calculated regime of antifer
romagnetic coupling in the case of Se-terminated hete
structures agrees therefore quite well with the experime
findings. Furthermore, since Zn-terminated heterostructu
behave totally different—they are ferromagnetically coup
for spacer thicknesses between about 12 and 20 Å —
tempting to argue that in the experimental study predo
nantly a Se-terminated spacer was present.

Very recently also an electric transport study w
published11 by the same group of researchers. Although
this study the main concern was devoted to the tempera

-

FIG. 6. Sheet resistancesr (C;d) in Se-terminated
Fe(100)/(ZnSe)12/Fe(100) heterostructures as a function of t
number of Fe buffer layers~top, d52 mRy) and as a function o
the imaginary partd of the complex Fermi energy~bottom!. The
inset shows the parameters for the linear fits~dashed lines!. Circles
and squares refer to the ferro-~parallel! and antiferromagnetic~an-
tiparallel! configuration, respectively.
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dependence of the conductivity, a few general conclusi
made appear to support the present results. First of all ‘‘as a
general observation’’ they report ‘‘that the conductivities do
not depend greatly on the thickness of the ZnSe laye.’’
When putting an 18 Å thick layer of Fe on top of 150 Å
ZnSe they observe a ‘‘metallic contribution’’ to the conduc-
tivity, whose temperature dependence is s
‘‘ semiconductor-like to some extent.’’ Furthermore, they
speculate that defect states at the interfaces between
metal and the semiconductor are of crucial importance
both the electric transport properties and the interlayer
change coupling.

From Figs. 7 and 8 as well as from Eqs.~18! and~19! it is
evident that the conductivity~for a particular magnetic con
figuration! indeed does not depend much on the thicknes
the spacer. Furthermore, as we show in Fig. 10 that the m
netoresistance in Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures is mostly
to contributions from the interfaces, it is not surprising th
any kind of interdiffusion or other types of roughness at
interfaces strongly modulates the electric transport prop
ties. The simultaneous occurrence of a metallic and a se
conductor mode of conduction recorded in experiment
pears to be very much related to the different slopes of
sheet resistances with respect to the imaginary part of
complex Fermi energy discussed in the context of Fig. 6.
already mentioned in the Introduction MacLarenet al.14,15

find for Fe/ZnSe/Fe heterostructures ‘‘a tunneling cond
tance at large thicknesses that is dominated by majority e
trons,’’ which in turn differs from what they observed from
calculations in which the barrier was a constant potentia27

FIG. 7. Sheet resistancer (C;d) in Fe~100!/ZnSe/Fe~100! hetero-
structures with Se termination as a function of the spacer thickn
Circles: ferromagnetic~parallel! configuration. Squares: antiferro
magnetic ~antiparallel! configuration. Full symbols refer to a
imaginary part of the complex Fermi energy of 2 mRy; open sy
bol to the values continued to the real energy axis.
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Since their calculations were performed without spin-or
coupling, it is difficult to compare them with the prese
fully relativistic spin-polarized results, which of course in
clude the spin orbit to all orders of the usual perturbat
expansion, since the two ‘‘spin channels’’ are coupled
each other. It should be noted that in the case of the le
these authors use a parent lattice with two inequivalent
atoms, and a Zn~Se! atom and an empty sphere per tw
dimensional unit cell for the spacer material, i.e., they mi

s.

-

FIG. 8. Product of sheet resistances~continued to the real en
ergy axis! r (C;t) and the number of repetitiont versust. Top: Zn
termination. Bottom: Se termination. Circles and squares refe
the parallel and antiparallel configuration, respectively.

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for sheet resistancesr (C;t) in the
the range 2<t<21.

Zn termination Se termination

CP -4.7671 -3.3176
CAP 3.9518 7.4732
kP 5.0443 5.2694

kAP 5.8156 8.0441

RP 0.9975 0.9958

RAP 0.9974 0.9995
2-8
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ick a zinc blende structure~parent lattice! for the whole sys-
tem. Also for this reason a comparison to their results is
quite appropriate.

In conclusion, it can be said that~1! Se-terminated Fe
ZnSe/Fe heterojunctions show a regime of spacer thickne
in which—in agreement with experimental data
antiferromagnetic coupling occurs;~2! magnetic anisotropy
effects at the interfaces seem to be of little importance;
~3! the difference in the sheet resistances for the antipar
and parallel configurations, as well as the magnetoresista
remain finite as the spacer thickness becomes very large
Zn-terminated structures this ‘‘asymptotic’’ magnetores
tance is about 13%, for Se-terminated structures about 3
By using the other kind of definition for the magnetores
tance, namely that with respect to the sheet resistance in
parallel configuration,Dr (t)/r (P;t), the corresponding ra

FIG. 9. MagnetoresistanceR(t) in Fe~100!/ZnSe/Fe~100! het-
erostructures as a function of the spacer thickness. Top: Zn te
nation. Bottom: Se termination. The squares refer to the contin
d50 values; the dashed lines to the magnetoresistance using
fitted sheet resistances.
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tios are 15 and 52%. Finally, a point has to be stressed ag
as long as one does experiments in which the space
‘‘amorphous,’’ parent lattices18 with respect to the~bulk! lat-
tice of the spacer do not make any physical or~group! theo-
retical sense.
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FIG. 10. Normalized fractions of the difference in the she
resistance between the antiferromagnetic and the ferromag
configuration in Fe(100)/(ZnSe)21/Fe(100) @see Eq.~21!#. The
various regions of the heterostructure are given explicitly.
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